Quantified Self (QS), also known as Personal Informatics (PI), is a school of thought that aims to use technology for acquiring and collecting data on different aspects of the daily lives of people. These data can be internal states (such as mood or glucose level in the blood) or indicators of performance (such as the kilometers run). The purpose of collecting these data is self-monitoring, performed in order to gain self-knowledge or some kind of change or improvement (behavioral, psychological, therapeutic, etc.). Although the current spread on the market of these kinds of tools, many issues arise when we consider their usage in the daily lives of common people, such as the meaningfulness and utility of the gathered data for the final users.

We can think to address some of these issues looking beyond the Quantified Self for finding new technologies and design techniques that could be applied to this field.

One of the main challenges of self-tracking data is that it comes in heterogeneous and often very unstructured form. One of the possible ways is leveraging Semantic Web techniques for integrating heterogeneous data originated from different devices and applications and give them some kind of structure. In Quantified Self, in fact, the information gathered by QS tools are scattered in autonomous silos, that can hardly be meshed together in order to provide users a complete and satisfying mirror of their behaviors and physical or psychological states. Besides, often QS tools simply juxtapose different data in their visualizations but they are not able to highlight meaningful correlations and provide structures for the data gathered.

Given that the quantified-self trend is just gaining momentum, it is not unlikely that we will soon have more and more users who create their own personal repositories, also referred to lifelogs. Structuring the data in these lifelogs is of particular importance in the context of user modeling. User Modeling techniques can provide useful insights for reasoning on data gathered, since users are not only in search of the possibility to visualize their behavioral data, but also to receive useful suggestions for improving their habits and behavior. Although QS tools have at their disposal huge amount of data on user behavior, they are not currently exploiting them for modeling users and providing them personalized recommendations.

In this workshop we tried to investigate challenges, open issues and new perspectives related to the dominion of data employed in Quantified Self and Personal Informatics technologies.
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ABSTRACT
The spreading of devices and applications that allow people to collect personal information opens new opportunities for user modeling (UM). In this new scenario UM together with personal informatics (PI) can offer a new way for self-monitoring that can provide the user with a sophisticated mirror of their behavior, attitudes and habits and their consequences on their life, on the environment and on contexts in which they live in. These new forms of self-reflection and self-knowledge can trigger and motivate the behavior change. In this paper we describe the first step in this direction, focusing on opportunities offered by semantic web ontologies for data integration and reasoning over data for recommendation purposes.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Personalized systems are used to meet individual preferences and needs of each specific user, thus tailoring the system response to these particular requirements. Personalized systems extrapolate users’ interests and preferences from explicit user ratings and from the observation of user behavior on the web: the system’s assumptions about the user based on these observations are stored in a User Model (UM) [1]. A user model is the repository of personal information that has the potential to drive personalization and learning. The UM contains different types of information: from user demographic data to domain-specific preferences data (interest, knowledge...).

On the other hand, Personal Informatics (PI), also known as Quantified Self (QS), is a school of thought which aims to use the increasingly popular invisible technology means for acquiring and collecting data on different aspects of the daily lives of people. They allow users to self-track a variety of data about their own behavior: these data can be, on the one hand, user physical states (such as glucose level in the blood), psychological states (such as mood), behavior (such as movements), habits (such as food intake, sleep); on the other hand, they can be environmental parameters (such as CO2 content, temperature) and contextual information (such as people meeting) of the places passed through by the users during their everyday life. Thus, with this technology, we have the capability to automatically record at large scale the places that the users have been to, things they have seen, how they sleep, how active they are, etc., creating a constant stream of data that can reveal many aspects of their lives.

However, today all these data are scattered in autonomous silos and not integrated. UM techniques have the potential of aggregating and correlating data not only coming from web browsing but also provided by all these PI systems. A UM enriched with a plethora of personal data (behavioral, psychological, physical and environmental), related to different aspects of a person’s daily life, will be able to provide the user with a “mirror” of herself, a sophisticated representation of interests, habits, activities in her life, in a novel way that is not yet achieved by any of the personal informatics tools available today [2]. This can support a new complex form of self-awareness and self-knowledge, which could foster behavior change processes [3], promoting more sustainable or healthier behavior, discouraging bad habits, sustaining therapeutic improvement and managing chronic diseases.

In this new scenario UM together with PI can offer a new way for self-monitoring people’s own behavior, where self-monitoring refers to an assessment strategy to increase a person's awareness of targeted behavior [4], in order to promote behavior change [5].

UM and PI can provide users with a sophisticated mirror of their behavior, attitudes and habits, highlighting their consequences on their life, on the environment and on contexts in which they live in, promoting a new form of self-reflection and self-knowledge that can trigger and motivate the behavior change.

Our goal is to design a sophisticated UM-based PI system which can:

i) gather heterogeneous types of user data (from PI systems' sensors, from social web activities, from user’s browsing behavior) and integrate them in an enhanced UM;

ii) reason on the gathered data in order to find aggregations and correlations among data;

iii) provide users with recommendations and meaningful UM visualizations to support self-awareness and self-knowledge.

The paper is structured as follows. We first present our solutions and then we focus on semantic modeling of the domain in order to allow data integration and reasoning.

2. STATE OF THE ART
Traditionally, User Models (UMs) [1,6] have the following features: (i) they are restricted to a single application; (ii) data are derived from the web; (iii) they concern short periods of time.

With the advent of ubiquitous computing technologies we are able to track and store large amounts of various personal information, scattered among applications and not integrated [7] even though it
is possible to integrate them with semantic web techniques [8]. This project will advance the UM state of the art in the following:

- the integration of data derived from everyday life, in addition to the data derived from the web;
- reasoning on that data to gain further correlations about user behavior.

The opportunity is related to obtaining a Lifelong user model that stores user information for a long period of time and is able to manage user interest change [9]. This project is a first step in this direction.

According to [10], an ontology can be seen as a “formal, explicit specification of a shared conceptualization”. With explicit specifications of domain objects and their properties, as well as the relationships between them, ontologies serve as powerful formalisms for knowledge representation, providing exact semantics for each statement and avoiding semantic ambiguities. For these reasons, ontologies are often used for semantic data integration and for resolving semantic conflicts, as in [11,12,13,14,15]. Also, the associated rigorous mechanisms allow for different forms of reasoning (for example, to deduce implicit classes), as in [16,17].

Measuring users' daily affective experiences is an important way to quantify their life. In [18], the authors measure users' emotions at various moments throughout the day. They asked the users to answer demographic and general satisfaction questions, to construct a short diary of the previous day, and then to answer structured questions about each episode. In [19], the authors investigate digital recordings of everyday activities, known as visual lifelogging, and elaborate the selection of target activities for semantic analysis. They investigate the selection of semantic concepts for life logging which includes reasoning on semantic networks using a density-based approach.

Motivating behavior change towards a more active lifestyle is a psychological, social and technological challenge. Several Personal Informatics Systems have been developed in order to try to modify a behavior by means of self-monitoring, such as [20,21,22]

3. A NOVEL SEMANTIC PI SYSTEM

We design a novel enhanced PI system, integrated in people’s everyday lives, able to gather data in a transparent way and to build and maintain a sophisticated user model able to aggregate data and provide meaningful visualization and personalized recommendations to the user for promoting behavior change. To reach this goal, we need the following components:

i) data integration of different user data for building a sophisticated model of user behavior, habits, needs and preferences coming from different sources (web and real life behavior)

ii) advanced forms of reasoning on user data for correlating different aspects of user daily behavior

iii) personalized feedback for triggering behavior change in the users:

- recommendations triggered by the correlation of different types of data (e.g., recommendations in accordance with user behavior, attitudes and habits in the UM)
- meaningful visualization of data for raising awareness and motivating people in changing their behavior.

In this paper we focus on data integration and reasoning over data (points i) and ii)) exploiting opportunities offered by semantic web ontologies [23]. Another challenging issue, namely gathering user data, is out of scope of this paper.

4. ONTOLOGIES FOR QUANTIFIED SELF

In order to be able to:

- integrate heterogeneous data coming from different devices and sources
- reason on these data in order to provide meaningful visualization and recommendation

we design and develop three ontologies, modeling the three main concepts of the Quantified Self world: time, place and user activities. Vital parameters such as weight, blood pressure or blood sugar content are also important parameters, but we omit them from the preset analysis, since they are used primarily by medical experts and are hard to analyze by ordinary people.

Time ontology. We want to model the time from a user point of view, distinguishing work days, weekends and holidays (religious and civil ones), as well as dividing each day into meaningful slots (morning, afternoon, evening, night).

Place ontology. Again we want to model the place from a user perspective, labeling the places where the user lives, works or does the activities, dividing them into indoor (school, house, gym, work, cinema, restaurant, etc.) and outdoor (park, street..). (See Figure 1: Place ontology.)

Activities ontology. We tried to model all the user activities, dividing them into two main categories: activities with place change (such as transportation or sports with place change) and activities with no place change (such as sports with no place change, intellectual activity, physical work, resting activity or feelings). Each of these classes has additional subclasses to better describe the performed activity, but we omit them from the picture for better clarity. For example, sports with place change has as its subclasses running, cycling, kayaking or downhill skiing, to name just a few. The design of this ontology was motivated by the categorization of activities in “Moves” application (https://www.moves-app.com). (See Figure 2: Activities ontology.) For lack of space, we included feelings into “Activities ontology”. We actually intend to have an additional “Wellbeing and emotions ontology” to model user’s emotional state and wellbeing, taking inspiration from [24].
for modeling the core aspects of user behavior which would help overcome these problems.

This work is still at its early stage. We aim at experimentally evaluating our proposal by means of user tests to see short and long term effects of recommendations and visualizations on user behavior, as well as the acceptability of the solution.
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ABSTRACT

Free-form email text streams are a rich, yet seldom-tapped, source of information about an individual’s internal state. The difficulty in using this source of information is due partially to issues with obtaining and parsing these streams, and the sensitivity of the personal data they may contain.

This work presents a framework for allowing a user to authorize the acquisition and processing of emails from their Gmail account in order to model the user’s use of language. The framework exposes a RESTful HTTPS API for third-party apps to produce personal analytics for the user from their language model, over which the user maintains fine-grained control by selectively granting access via OAuth2. Candidate applications that consume the language models are discussed, including how they may derive personal analytics from the provided data.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.2.7 [Natural Language Processing]: Text analysis

General Terms
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1. INTRODUCTION

As we interact with the world, we produce a profusion of data across different modalities. Of particular interest is the data we produce in communicating with other human beings, which could if collected and analyzed provide insight into our relationships with others as well our own internal state. This data often takes the form of free text which by its nature is qualitative, and thus challenging to analyze with quantitative methods. It is also frequently strewn across various services. Some of these services expose the data for public consumption, as in the case of social networking sites like Twitter, Facebook, or posts on personal blogs. Other services are more private, such as email and text messaging, and special care must be taken to gain access to the data as well as to preserve its privacy.

To summarize, the primary concerns are to securely collect, integrate, and analyze this often sensitive qualitative data. This paper proposes the implementation of a framework, the "Email Analysis Framework" (EAF), that consumes a user’s sent email and produces a set of quantitative models and statistics informed by the field of natural language processing. While the scope of the project is currently to collect and process email, the intent is to expand the framework to collect and integrate other sources of free text, for instance from social networking sites. It is hoped that the EAF will be used as a proxy for these qualitative data sources, providing a foundation upon which user-facing tools can be built to derive insights about this data for the individual in a privacy-preserving way.

The EAF is currently under active development, but an alpha version of the tool is available as is the source code. This paper principally describes the structure and design choices in acquiring, analyzing, and disbursing sensitive data. Applications are discussed in which currently consist of a completed sample EAF consumer that produces trivial visualizations as well as two more significant applications that are currently in development.

2. APPROACH AND RELATED WORK

As described in, the overarching intent of quantifying the self is to collect, integrate, and analyze data streams that may be indicative of an individual’s physical, emotional, and psychological state. The purpose of this analysis is to promote awareness of how these measurable quantities both affect and can be affected by the individual’s state, and to provide support for decisions that change that state. As mentioned previously, free text is both relatively easy to collect and clearly carries much information about how we feel about others and ourselves; indeed, it has been demonstrated that even our choices of words reflect our psychological state. While this data may be present, it is in an opaque form that must be parsed into usable quantitative data.

The analysis of free text has been extensively addressed in the field of natural language processing (NLP). NLP con-
cerns itself with the broad task of comprehending (that is, unambiguously parsing) and extracting structured information from human language, which is accomplished through two main approaches: rule-based (aka grammatical) and statistical methods. The EAF primarily makes use of these statistical methods, specifically n-gram language modeling, to build a sequence of generative models of an individual’s use of language over time.

n-gram models are sufficiently descriptive of an individual’s use of language that they can be used to discriminate one author from another purely by comparing descriptive statistics computed over them, such as the entropy or the perplexity of the distributions [10] [14]. Descriptive statistics, such as the entropy of a language model mentioned previously, are of special appeal to privacy because they provide an essential determination about the author without compromising the original content from which the statistic was derived.

A user’s email is a unique corpus in that each document (i.e. email) is tagged with a host of metadata, including the time it was sent. Thus, computing language models over brackets of emails close in time can provide “snapshots” of the evolution of a user’s use of language over time. These snapshots can be compared against each other to determine if there are shifts in the style of the user’s written communications which could perhaps correlate to life events. There may be regularities in the changes of these models, or similarities to other people’s models with whom the individual interacts. The snapshots can be filtered by recipient or by communication mode to determine if the audience or medium determines the way an individual writes, or if there are detectable groupings. Many more examples could be proposed for these temporal language models, especially when other sources of time-based data (location, activity, calendar events, etc.) are introduced. One of the EAF’s main goals is to provide infrastructure to build and maintain these models, as well as allow them, and the descriptive statistics derived from them, to be released at the user’s discretion for comparison to other data sources.

There are other frameworks which provide similar analytical capabilities, notably the General Architecture for Text Engineering (GATE) [2]. There are also numerous libraries and toolkits [3] [6] that include the same features that the EAF provides — in fact, the EAF makes use of the popular nltk library [1] to perform many of its functions. The EAF differs from these projects in its context: it is a deployable system focused on centralizing the secure acquisition and processing of emails for many users. It provides user-facing administrative interfaces to control it, and app-facing APIs to make use of its results. The EAF’s intent is to allow users to make sense of their own data, and uses a fine-grained opt-in permission system fully controlled by the user to help protect against malicious or unintended use of the user’s email data.

In the context of email analysis, the MIT Media Lab’s Immersion project [7] shares the EAF’s goal of using one’s email for the purpose of personal insight and self-reflection. Unlike the EAF, the Immersion project restricts itself to analysis of the user’s social group through reading the “From” and “To” fields of email header – no examination of the body text is performed. Further, the output of the Immersion project is an infographic and not raw data that can be reused by other components, whereas the EAF’s purpose is to facilitate analysis by other tools.

3. ARCHITECTURE

The EAF’s first task is to transform a user’s sent email messages into a series of tokens, where each token is tagged with the time at which it was sent. This series of time-tagged tokens constitutes a “stream”, from which the n-gram models mentioned previously are built. The stream is quantized into intervals; the ordering of tokens within these intervals is not preserved from their originating messages (outside of their order in the n-grams), with the express intention of making it difficult to reconstruct the original text. After quantization, the stream is then made available at the user’s discretion to third-party applications (“consumers”), with the ability for the user to configure per-consumer filters that control what information that consumer can access. A few candidate consumers are discussed in the “Applications” section [4]. In order to mitigate the danger of storing sensitive user credentials, the EAF makes extensive use of the OAuth2 [4] standard, both as an OAuth2 consumer (of Gmail, currently) and as an OAuth2 provider. The use of OAuth2 also allows the user the freedom of revoking access to the EAF should they wish to discontinue its use, or to revoke access to third-party apps that had been authorized to consume the EAF’s API. After the initial synchronization, future emails that the user sends are automatically acquired by the system by periodically polling the provider.

3.1 Structure

The EAF consists of three main components, as depicted in figure 1: a web interface through which the user authorizes access to their Gmail account and performs administrative tasks, a task processor which acquires the user’s email and produces a token stream from it, and a second web interface which faces consumers of the token stream. Both web interfaces are implemented in Django 1.7, a framework for rapid development of web applications in Python. Authorization to third-party services is facilitated by Django-Allauth, a project that allows Django’s built-in authentication system to interoperate with a host of OAuth2 providers, including GMail. The task processor makes use of Celery, a distributed task queue processor that is often used in concert with Django. Both components communicate via a shared database, specifically PostgreSQL, which was chosen for its performance under heavy, highly concurrent loads.

The framework exposes a RESTful HTTPS interface to allow third-party applications to consume the token stream. The implementation of this interface was aided by the Django-REST-framework, and the specifications of the interface follow the openmHealth DSU specification v1.0. [2]. The user-facing web interface makes use of the RESTful interface itself for querying the token stream. In order to allow registered third-party sites to gain access to the user’s email data for analysis and visualization, the EAF acts as an OAuth2 provider; third-party sites must involve the user in their request for a temporary access token, which they can subsequently use to make requests on the user’s behalf.

3.2 User Interaction
Prior to using the system the user first creates an EAF site account which acts as an aggregation point for the multiple email accounts they might want to use. At the moment this account creation is performed automatically when the user authorizes their first email account; the account they authorize (or any other linked account) then implicitly logs them in to their site account, although this behavior is subject to change in the future.

In their interaction with the system, the user proceeds through three stages:

1. **Authorization**, in which the user is prompted to release temporary credentials used to access their email account via OAuth2.

2. **Acquisition**, during which the user monitors the progress of the system as it downloads their emails and performs filtering/transformations before inserting them into the database as a stream of tokens.

3. **Release**, in which the user selects which consumers can access their token stream and what filtering/transformations will be applied for that consumer.

### 3.2.1 Authorization

The authorization stage is initiated when the user visits the web interface. Using a standard OAuth2 handshake, the user is redirected to Google's Gmail authorization page, where they log in (or use a previously logged-in session) and then accept the permissions which the framework requests, specifically access to the user's email. If the user provides their consent, they are returned to the EAF where they can proceed to acquisition. If the user does not provide consent or some other error occurs, they are returned to the framework with an error message and are prompted to try again. Multiple email accounts can be associated with a single EAF site account, in which case selecting an account from the list of registered accounts begins the next stage, acquisition.

### 3.2.2 Acquisition

**Initial Acquisition.** Acquisition starts immediately after authorization and is handled by the background task processor. The user is shown a view of the task’s progress which

**Ongoing Acquisition.** In the background task processor, the acquisition task consists of using the previously-obtained OAuth2 credentials to authenticate to Google’s IMAP server. The task then proceeds to download the user’s sent email (that is, the contents of “GMail\[Sent Mail\]”) in chronological order, skipping messages which have been recorded as processed in a previous iteration of the task. Each email is passed through a series of filters, called the “pre-filter chain”, which ultimately results in a sequence of tokens that are associated with the email account, the user’s EAF site account, and the time at which the email was sent. By default, the first filter in the chain performs tokenization: each email is split on newlines and punctuation into tokens, which are converted to lowercase to reduce the number of possible tokens due to capitalization differences, and stripped of numbers and quotation marks. The second filter is the “ignored words” filter, which allows the user to selectively prohibit certain words from ever entering the database. At the mo-

---

**Figure 1: Structure of the Email Analysis Framework**

**Figure 2: Gmail Authorization**

[https://github.com/github/email_reply_parser](https://github.com/github/email_reply_parser)
ment, the ignored words must be manually entered, which makes filtering passwords and other sensitive information problematic, given that the ignored list itself is then sensitive. This will be addressed in the subsection on filter types, 3.3.

After the filter chain runs, the tokens are then written to the database. Rather than store repeated tokens individually, each token is stored with a count of the number of times it occurred within its message. If same token occurs in different messages, it is stored separately for each message. This choice was made as a compromise between allowing for flexible choice of the interval into which tokens are combined when the stream is consumed and consuming less space in the database; if the system were designed with a fixed interval rather than a flexible one, the tokens would simply be combined into a histogram for each interval.

3.3 Filtering

As previously mentioned, both the acquisition and release stages employ a sequence of filters that allow the input data to be selectively screened for sensitive terms and otherwise transformed to better suit the requirements of the consumers. The acquisition stage’s filter chain is referred to as the “pre-filter chain” and the release stage’s is the “post-filter chain”. There is only a single pre-filter chain, but there can be as many as one post-filter chain for each registered consumer.

The pre-filter chain always has a special “tokenize” filter as its first filter, which produces the initial sequence of tokens for filtering and transformation, and may only be used in the pre-filter chain. A second special filter that may only be used in the pre-filtering step is the “ignore word sequence” filter, which ignores the sequence of tokens configured in the filter, and was initially created to ignore signature blocks. This filter can only function in the pre-filtering step as the exact sequence of the tokens is lost upon insertion into the database.

Aside from the special “tokenize” filter, there are a few other filters which can only be used in the pre-filtering step, namely:

- **Parts-of-Speech Tagger**, which replaces each token with its detected part of speech (noun, verb, etc.)
- **Fork**, which produces an identical stream to the current one, but with its own sub-filter chain. The tokens that are produced from a fork are tagged with a unique ID corresponding to that fork.

The “fork” filter is especially useful in conjunction with the part-of-speech tagger, as both the original text and the parts-of-speech stream can be either individually released or released together, which allows for analysis of the user’s grammar. Note that the parts-of-speech stream does preserve the order of tokens in the original stream, but not the text of the tokens themselves.
The filter framework is modular, with the potential to add new filters easily in the future. At the moment, a few parameterizable filters are implemented to change the case of tokens, strip specific characters, and to remove words that are either on a user-specified list or not contained within aspell’s “en_US” dictionary. Detecting and ignoring named entities is a work in progress.

- **Change Case**, which transforms the case of the tokens;
- **Strip Characters**, which can be used to remove numbers and other special characters;
- **Ignore Listed Words**, which removes tokens on an “ignore” list from the token stream; and
- **Ignore Non-Dictionary Words**, which removes tokens not found in a common English dictionary.

By utilizing the “ignore words” filters, the user is allowed fine-grained control of both the contents of the EAF’s database and the views of the token streams presented to different consumers.

### 4. APPLICATIONS

As mentioned, third-party applications can gain temporary access to a user’s data for the purpose of visualizing or otherwise processing it. Granting this access is currently at the user’s discretion; the user should make use of the per-consumer post-filter controls to limit the release of sensitive information to potentially untrustworthy parties. Consumers sign requests to the EAF’s RESTful JSON API with an access token, obtained through the process described in the “Release” section above.

#### 4.1 Example: Mail Visualization Front-End

In order to demonstrate the functionality of the framework, a visualization front-end was developed that consumes the framework’s API and produces a few example visualizations. The front-end also serves as a reference implementation of EAF client authentication; it first requests permission from the user before gaining access to their token stream. The visualization front-end currently offers the following modules:

- **Word Cloud** - a “word cloud” infographic that can be viewed on a per-week basis (figure 5).
- **Rhythm** - a table of the days of the week as the columns and hours of the day as the rows is colored according to the number of emails sent within each interval, with darker colors corresponding to more emails sent (a heatmap, essentially; figure 6).
- **Alters** - a bar chart of the number of people contacted per week; when a week is selected, displays a bar chart of emails sent to each person.

These visualization modules are intended to be a jumping-off point for more useful visualizations to be constructed, which would ideally incorporate data from other sources to strengthen inferences about the user’s overall state.

#### 4.2 Pulse and Partner

In addition to the sample application discussed above, our group is currently developing two applications that make use of statistics computed against the user’s email. The first is “Pulse”, which makes use of location traces from the user’s smartphone as well as the frequency and variety of individuals with whom one communicates to compute a score that indicates how rather than what the individual is doing. This score is visualized as a waveform over a short window of time (i.e. a week), which can be shared with family members and friends. The second is “Partner”, which is intended to measure the degree to which linguistic style matching occurs among individuals who interact with each other face to face, a fairly well-documented phenomenon [8], [5]. Partner makes use of the location traces of two or more individuals as well as computed statistics over their emails to produce two scores, a “proximity” and a “language-style matching” score, which will be visualized as individual timeseries. A third timeseries will display their computed correlation over time.

### 5. CONCLUSION, FUTURE WORK

The Email Analysis Framework, a system for extracting structured, easily-consumed data from time-tagged natural-language text was proposed in this work. At the moment it is limited to acquiring text from Gmail, computing, and exposing language models to other tools via a RESTful HTTPS API, but it is hoped to be extended to other sources of personal natural-language text, such as Facebook and Twitter streams. A few candidate visualizations were described to both demonstrate how the data could be used and to stimulate investigation into more novel applications.

In terms of future work, there are extensions planned to all the stages of the framework. As mentioned, the scope of providers is intended to be expanded to other text providers, which will allow analysis to be performed on how different media affect the language model. Additional streams can be extracted in the processing phase, such as identifying...
Figure 6: “Rhythm” Visualization

named entities and topics, all of which can be analyzed over time, audience, etc. Industry-standard information extraction techniques such as autoslog [12] could be applied to discover meeting arrangements, events that occur to named entities or topics mentioned in the emails, and so on. Sentiment analysis could be computed and exposed as another temporal stream, to attempt to model the user’s disposition as a function of time. Additional third-party applications are planned, such as a tool for determining points of inflection in the descriptive statistics computed on the language model, and a tool to easily correlate other time-based data against the statistics streams.
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ABSTRACT
The management of Big Data in healthcare is challenging due to the evolutionary nature of healthcare information systems. Information quality issues are caused by top-down enforced data models not fitted to each point-of-care clinical requirements as well as an overall focus on reimbursement. Therefore, healthcare Big Data is a disjointed collection of semantically confused and incomplete data. This paper presents MedWeb, a multilevel model-driven, social network architecture implementation of the Multilevel Healthcare Information Modeling (MLHIM) specifications. MedWeb profiles are patient and provider-specific, semantically rich computational artifacts called Concept Constraint Definitions (CCDs). The set of XML instances produced and validated according to the MedWeb profiles produce Hyperdata, overcoming of the concept of Big Data. Hyperdata is defined as syntactically coherent and semantically interoperable data that can be exchanged between MedWeb applications and legacy systems without ambiguity. The process of creating, validating and querying MedWeb Hyperdata is presented.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The health status of any population is the fundamental, common denominator to all other aspects of life. Without good health, a population will not thrive. Proper information management is key to good decision making at all levels of the healthcare system, from the point of care to the national policy making [1]. A given healthcare provider can have access to many sources of Big Data in healthcare and still not have access to meaningful clinical information. Having accurate, timely and semantically meaningful healthcare information is key to protecting the public in healthcare emergencies and in the day-to-day decision making in allocating scarce healthcare resources [2]. Therefore, it is important to ensure that the information related to each individual healthcare event is recorded at the moment and the place where the event happened, which is the most realistic representation of a given healthcare event. When the healthcare provider or the individual (the two most important components of the decision intelligence chain in healthcare) have control over the way this information is structured and how semantics is persisted, the realism of the knowledge representation is maximized [3].

The effectiveness of healthcare systems can be measured by their adequate response to the demographic and epidemiological profile of their target population. Over the last decades, these profiles have shown fast and complex changes due to globalization, as it can be seen during the occurrence of epidemics and pandemics, as well as in the daily overcrowding of emergency services [4]. The incorporation of Information Technology (IT) in healthcare has been proposed as a strategy to overcome the current situation, but there are obstacles for the accomplishment of this promise, which are derived from the significant complexities of health information in the dimensions of space, time and ontology.

In addition, in the typical healthcare provider spectrum, each provider has different information needs. Therefore, the applications or at least the views into applications need to be very specific in order to improve usability [5]. Large standardized systems are usually slow to change and adapt to the rapid rate of change dictated by the adoption of new emerging medical technologies [6]. The end result of the presence of such complexity in healthcare information systems is that they are usually not interoperable and have high maintenance costs. These issues have a significant impact on the low level of adoption of information technology by healthcare systems worldwide, in particular when compared to other sectors of the global economy [7].

The complex scenario of global health informatics has been studied over the last half of the 20th century and into the 21st century along with the explosion of information technology. Many different (and very costly) solutions have been proposed to the interoperability and maintenance problems of healthcare applications, with limited results [8]. In the past two decades, a different approach has been proposed for the development of healthcare information systems. This approach is generically defined as the Multilevel Model-Driven (MMD) approach and its main feature is the separation between the data persistence mechanisms and the knowledge modeling [9].

There are three MMD specifications available: the dual-model proposed by the openEHR Foundation [10], the ISO 13606 Standard [11], both of them adopting the object-oriented approach, and the Multilevel Healthcare Information Modeling (MLHIM) specifications [12], implemented in eXtensible Markup Language (XML) technologies. MedWeb is the implementation of
the MLHIM specifications using many concepts of a social network application.

This paper presents the technical background for the implementation of MedWeb, including the definition of ‘hyperdata’, in dialectic relationship to the concept of Big Data, as well as the description of the technological solutions adopted in MedWeb for the process of generating, validating and querying hyperdata instances.

2. METHOD

MedWeb is a MLHIM-based meta-application, with a workflow structure set up as a social network, also providing the interface with independently developed MLHIM-based applications and other legacy systems. The MLHIM specifications are published (https://github.com/mlhim) as a suite of open source tools and documentation for the development of electronic health records and other types of healthcare applications, according to the MMD principles. The specifications are structured in two Models: the Reference Model and the Domain Model.

The abstract MLHIM Reference Model is composed of a set of classes (and their respective attributes) that allow the development of any type of healthcare application, from hospital-based electronic medical records to small purpose-specific applications that collect data on mobile devices. This was achieved by minimizing the number and the residual semantics of the Reference Model classes, when compared to the openEHR specifications. The remaining classes and semantics were regarded as necessary and sufficient to allow any modality of structured data persistence. Therefore, the MLHIM Reference Model approach is minimalistic, but not as abstract as a programming language [9].

In the MLHIM Reference Model implemented in XML Schema 1.1, each of the classes from the abstract Reference Model are expressed as a complexType definition, arranged as ‘xs:extension’. For each complexType there are also ‘element’ definitions. These elements are arranged into substitution groups in order to facilitate the concept of class inheritance defined in the abstract Reference Model.

The MLHIM Domain Models are defined by the Concept Constraint Definitions (CCDs), also implemented in XML Schema 1.1, being conceptually similar to the openEHR and ISO 13606 archetypes. Each CCD defines the combination and restriction of Pluggable complexTypes (PcTs) and their elements of the (generic and stable) MLHIM Reference Model implementation in XML Schema 1.1 that are necessary and sufficient to properly represent any given clinical concept. In general, CCDs are set to allow wide reuse, but there is no limitation for the number of CCDs allowed for a single concept in the MLHIM eco-system, since each CCD is identified by a Type 4 Universal Unique Identifier (UUID) [12]. This provides permanence to the concept definition for all time, thus creating a stable foundation for instance data established in the temporal, spatial and ontological contexts of the point of recording.

The MLHIM implementation uses XML Schema 1.1 in an innovative way. Modeling each PcT in a CCD by defining further restrictions on the Reference Model (RM) types as the xs:base in an xs:restriction. Giving the fact that the majority of medical concepts are multivariate, for the majority of CCDs, a n (n > 0) number of PcTs will be included. For instance, since it is likely to have a CCD with more than one PcT, each one of them will be named with a Type 4 UUID [12]. This allows the existence of multiple PcTs of the same RM complexType (e.g., ClusterType, DvAdapterType, DvStringType, DvCountType) in the same CCD without conflict. This approach also enables data query, since it creates a universally unique path statement to any specific MLHIM based data. This query approach holds true even when PcTs are reused in multiple CCDs.

Figure 1 shows the conceptual view of the sections of a CCD. Notice that the CCD is composed of two sections: the Metadata (white box) and the Definition (green oval). Primarily the definition is the structural component and the metadata is the ontological component of the concept. These are the overall separations between the two sections. Though it can be argued that the definition does carry some semantics as well as structural information about a concept; the metadata section is where the semantics for the entire CCD concept is defined and is therefore available for any healthcare application to discover about instance data. The blue circles represented XML Schema complexType definitions as restrictions of the MLHIM Reference Model complexTypes.

The light blue boxes represent Resource Description Framework (RDF) semantic links to definitions or descriptions of those complexTypes. RDF is a way to describe resources in a way that both humans and computers can interpret their meaning. RDF is a foundational component of the XML family for describing resources via URIs, specifically on the WWW. However, the concepts easily transfer to other environments and the technologies are well known. There are multiple syntaxes for presenting RDF. In MLHIM the RDF/XML syntax was adopted, to provide computability with the reference implementation.

The entire RDF section in a CCD is enclosed in an XML annotation by a starting, </rdf:Description> and an ending tag. This is the structural approach of all XML documents. A CCD is a special XML document called an XML Schema. An XML Schema defines the constraints to be placed on instance document of data contained in XML markup. Some examples of these constraints are: minimum or maximum value of a DvQuantityType, or string length of a DvStringType. It can also be a restriction on certain choices such as an enumerated list of strings of a DvStringType.

The CCD Metadata section describes the concept and provenance information for the CCD. It is located between the rdf:Description
tags. It can be noticed that the tags all have two parts separated by a colon. The left side of the colon is referred to as a namespace. That can be thought of as the name of a vocabulary or a set of specifications. The right side is the element name.

It is also important to emphasize that every element name is unique within its namespace. This means that the same element name may be used in many different namespaces and still have different meanings.

In the CCD Metadata section there are tags that have a namespace ‘dc:’. This is the Dublin Core namespace. The Dublin Core Metadata Initiative maintains an industry standard set of metadata definitions used across all industries. Therefore, any person or any application familiar with the DCMI standard will be capable of interpreting what is meant by the metadata entries in a CCD. Following and using industry standards is a foundation policy of MLHIM.

The two rdf:Description tags on the CCD display how the semantics of a PcT are improved. The rdf:about tag points to a PcT ID in the CCD, declaring ‘what’ is being described in this structure, and that description is ‘about’ this specific PcT. On the next line there is a rdf:isDefinedBy tag, meaning that; in the RDF Schema namespace, there is an element that will be used to declare that this PcT is defined at this location or by this vocabulary and code. The rdf:resource tag is used to point to the resource for the definition. The description for this PcT is finally closed by the end tag. This structure appears consistently for all CCDs openly available at the Concept Constraint Definition Generator Library (www.ccdgen.com/ccdlib).

It is important to note that there can be several elements within a single rdf:Description tag set. This can alleviate the issues surrounding controlled vocabulary harmonization and mapping. By being performed at a single concept point, there is no doubt what is meant by the concept. In attempts at general mapping, it is often a matter of coarseness of the vocabularies as to whether or not the meanings actually correlate.

In MLHIM, the CCD knowledge modeler decides whether or not terms from different vocabularies represent what they intend to model. Thus, the MLHIM specifications help removing ambiguity in semantics. This is essential in healthcare, because it is not possible to achieve global consensus on all (or any) healthcare concept models [13]. In order to avoid semantic conflicts but at the same time that different medical cultures, schools and models are respected, the MLHIM eco-system allows for many different CCDs that model the same concept, even in slightly different ways.

Given the fact that MLHIM provides a common information framework against which any type of application can be built by independent developers, the type of syntactically coherent and semantically rich data generated by MLHIM-based applications can be regarded as ‘hyperdata’ [14]. The term ‘hyperdata’ is here proposed as an overcoming of the concept of Big Data, since the latter is based on conventional software and has created much more confusion and impossibilities than solid analytics in healthcare [15].

Big Data can be defined as a huge set of databases [16]. In healthcare, the level of complexity and heterogeneity of the distributed databases is such that querying the Big Data is not cost-effective and often inaccurate, since there are semantics missing and inconsistent structures across all of the databases included in any given Big Data set [17]. On the other hand, ‘hyperdata’ is a huge set consistently structured data, coming from any type of MMD-based healthcare applications.

Figure 2. Analogy among the OSI, TCP/IP and Information Models.

For better clarification, Figure 2 displays the analogy among the OSI Model, the TCP/IP Model and the Information Model. It can be seen that the TCP/IP model aggregates the levels above the transport layer in one application level. On the other hand, the OSI model is more detailed on the communication layers. However, inside the application level there are the conceptual models that transforms the data into meaningful information. There are three components of the information model to take into consideration:

Data Model – The application data models, which is healthcare present extreme variability. Built upon ISO standardized datatypes, it allows machine processing and calculating.

Concepts – The conceptual models are needed in order to transform data into information. In human engineered domains these are typically well defined and semantics can be assumed even on a global basis, in many cases. In any of the sciences where evolution is involved in the engineering the approach goes from as simple, efficient and stable as possible (human engineered) to as complex and changing as necessary for survival. In the biosciences area, same or similar named concepts are actually interpreted differently and at varying levels of detail across different sub-domains and, often, in different cultures and even in different schools of training. Therefore these concepts must be well defined for the specific use intended and then be made available to every end-user of the data so that they can make the decision as to whether that data actually represents the information they need.

Application Programming Interfaces (APIs) – Consistent with any modern data exchange operation, there is a need for standardized APIs that can provide serialization, usually in JSON and XML formats.

The actual key to interoperability that is missing in todays’ information system design is the ability to transfer the semantics of the concepts between applications. MedWeb has this capability through the use of the MLHIM technologies. This allows for machine based decision support and analysis vertically across individual records as well as horizontally across large datasets.
3. RESULTS

The MedWeb implementation is composed of the following structures: (1) the MLHIM Reference Model implementation in XML Schema 1.1; (2) the Patient and Provider profiles, modeled as CCDs; (3) a MarkLogic 7 database that provides data persistence and query built-in services.

The MarkLogic database stores data instances validated according to the correspondent CCD. The CCDs Schemas are valid according to the MLHIM Reference Model Schema, which is valid according to the W3C XML Schema 1.1 and XML Language specifications. Thus, as any other MLHIM-based application [9] MedWeb has a complete backward validation chain from data instance to the W3C specifications, provided by independent third-party tools such as the Xerxes and Saxon XML parser/validators. The proof of semantic interoperability achieved by the MLHIM specifications is demonstrated with simulated data automatically generated from a set of CCDs using oXygen and persisted into the an eXist database (https://github.com/mlhim/mlhim-emr) as a predecessor to MedWeb.

MedWeb applications that collect vital signs, using the Bluetooth® connected sensor on mobile devices, also capture contextual data, such as date and time, location, outside temperature. The data collected on these applications can be directly sent to MedWeb via a REST API, using a JavaScript Object Notation (JSON) representation instead of the XML. This is done to reduce the size of the message, which is feasible using ubiquitous XML technology, since it is a common development pattern to translate be-tween XML and JSON and back to XML, and there are open source tools readily available for this procedure. With the standard MedWeb REST API, it is possible to authenticate and authorize the user’s connection, receive the JSON file, transform it to the XML representation, validate it against the CCD and return a status code that notifies the vital signs recording application that the data was received and added to the record.

Given the MMD level nature of the MLHIM specifications, the mobile application does not need to include the MLHIM Reference Model, the CCDs or XML data instances, producing valid JSON output directly instead. When the reference ranges or any other component of the information changes, or when the mobile device gets a new sensor array that also collects, for instance, humidity and air quality, the only requirement is to create a new CCD with the new syntax and semantics and generate a new format JSON file. When the MedWeb reports on these various data points across time it will know about the changes and report them all in their correct contexts. Fig. 3 shows the comparison of a portion of an XML instance with its transformation to the JSON equivalent.

Figure 3 displays the real configuration of MedWeb, operating with distributed XML databases in a cloud configuration. The MedWeb ecosystem is composed of Clients (patients, healthcare providers of all types, hospitals and clinics), which will access MedWeb via any of the front-end processes (a REST API, HTTP interface, SOAP XML message interface, authentication/authorization), also consisting of the external format to XML instance transformations. For instance, data in JSON format can be transformed back to the XML representation, validated against the CCD by the use of the MLHIM XML Instance Converter (MXIC) source code available at (https://github.com/mlhim/mxic) or any similar implementation. A status code is then returned to notify the application that the data was received and added to the record. Back-end processes have the primary functionality of data instance validation, as well as reporting, analysis and other preparation for presentation.

Figure 3. Schematic representation of the MedWeb ecosystem.

There are many user roles in this scenario and each role has information to contribute and needs to be met. These are not contrived for the purpose of MedWeb; those needs are currently expressed by the healthcare informatics community today. From this perspective, the actual role of MedWeb is to act as a barter mediator in this information exchange domain. Thus, it is relevant to define in an explicit way the roles, needs and contributions of each category of healthcare information user. Table 1 is a synthetic representation of such categories, associated to the correspondent solution proposed by MedWeb, in terms of technologies adopted for its implementation.
Table 2. Major categories of MedWeb users: roles, needs, contributions and solutions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>Needs</th>
<th>Contributions</th>
<th>MedWeb Solution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Patients and Parents</td>
<td>Not to repeat form entry at every clinic</td>
<td>Can easily keep personal information up to date</td>
<td>The patient is the center point of their information management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To have each care giver know what the others are doing</td>
<td>Can manage where all points of care are taking place</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To have access to their own (or theirs child's) information</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare Providers</td>
<td>To have access to their patients' data from any location</td>
<td>Can enter unbiased data about their patients</td>
<td>The Domain Models underneath the professional profiles are MLHIM CCDs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>To record the patient-related data according to their own expertise</td>
<td>Can improve scheduling and procedure management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>and clinical workflow</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Healthcare Institutions</td>
<td>To have opportune access to unbiased data collected at the point of care</td>
<td>Can create interfaces to the MedWeb for institutional use</td>
<td>Access to anonymized data from REST APIs on MedWeb can be built for specific purposes</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Can improve scheduling and procedure management</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researchers</td>
<td>To promote effective translational research based on biomedical</td>
<td>Can enter unbiased data about their research subjects</td>
<td>MedWeb produces automatic UUIDs for each patient/research subject as well as maintains the data in an easy to anonymize infrastructure</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>research data coming from different sources</td>
<td>Can make their anonymized data publicly available</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

MMD is a solution for semantic interoperability of healthcare information systems, and it has been proven valid in software by independent researchers. The specifications adopted for the implementation of MedWeb present an industry standard, easily implementable, manageable way to develop semantically interoperable healthcare applications of any size.

Mobile health (mHealth) has been proposed as the solution of current healthcare IT shortcomings, which are (only apparently) related to the hardware support and the unfriendly user interface of Electronic Medical Records [18]. The current development of the mHealth technologies however, are showing that the same underlying problem is persisting, since the mHealth applications are unable to share data and their semantics are not transferrable from the original applications [19].

mHealth applications have the potential of giving the control of the information back to the patients, but it is essential to make this information shareable to the healthcare providers [20]. In order to achieve that goal, it is necessary to find a proper user interface that promotes sharing, and the social media architecture is fitted for that, since it has a wide acceptance by the general population [21]. Due to its features, the application of the social media approach to mHealth has been recently regarded as an important innovation with the potential to scale-up the compliance to mHealth [22] [23].

The current eHealth and mHealth scenario, where the challenge of achieving semantic interoperability among all the distributed applications recording data from patients following individual care pathways is the motivation for the development of MedWeb. For that to be accomplished, it was necessary to look at the standardized approaches to recording, storing and exchanging data and then improve the semantics of that data so that enough information is exchanged. Thus, the information receiver understands the same spatial, temporal and ontological concepts that were present at the moment the information was recorded.

While the information infrastructure of MedWeb, the MLHIM Reference Model, is a general-purpose model designed to be implementable in any programming language, the reference implementation adopted the constraints of the W3C XML specifications to insure the widest possible implementability, and XML Schema 1.1 was chosen to provide concrete evidence of functionality.

MedWeb can be regarded as the MLHIM-based application development framework for mHealth. At this point, there are development projects of purpose-specific applications for epidemics control and emergency case management that can also generate data extracts to be consumed by legacy systems, since it
It is possible to include data already persisted in conventional software to the MLHIM eco-system through MXIC and the MLHIM Application Platform & Learning Environment (https://github.com/mlhim/MAPLE). It is expected that those initiatives will expand the acceptance of the MMD principles by some new and innovative segment of the medical software industry, where conventional one-level ‘data silos’ [6] are still hegemonic.

It is expected that in the future, the best CCDs will be re-used and a large repository of publicly vetted CCDs would then emerge. However, MLHIM always allows the new models to be created as science changes, while the existing CCDs will be forever valid for any data instances created against them along with their specific RM version.

However, some issues are outside the control of the MedWeb ecosystem. When knowledge modelers point to a controlled vocabulary or other resource as a semantic link for a CCD, they should choose the best quality resources available. Especially in the cases of controlled vocabularies (e.g., terminologies, ontologies, classifications), if the vocabulary is not well managed and versioned properly then the definition may disappear; or worse, be modified to change the meaning. If the vocabulary development organization does not provide version information and reuses codes with a different meaning this can cause semantic conflict. Thus, best practices for knowledge modeling of CCDs are always encouraged.

In the process of implementing MMD-based solutions for healthcare IT, healthcare professionals and computer scientists increase the dialogic interface between their domains. In consequence, the wider adoption of MMD will produce a new hybrid expert, and then healthcare knowledge modeling will emerge as a new area of expertise for the both scientific fields involved in the development of MedWeb applications.
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